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Welcome, my friends, to the show that
never ends!
Step right this way, lay-dees and gentle-men, step right this way! And
you will behold a sight never before witnessed in either hemisphere of
this, our most civilized of worlds! Or even on those beyond!
Yes, my friends, for the show that never ends presents to you – the
exulted audience – none other than the unmummified but still decaying
remains of the being once known as Chuck Connor!
Watch, amazed and mortified, as he proceeds to produce his Paper
and eFanzine, suspended in front of your very eyes – with his
intelligence and intellect no larger than a silver dime!
Yes, ladies and gentlemen, he produces these things to a crazed and
insane potpourri of sounds and music which, by its very nature alone,
stabs a bent and rusty skewer through the very heart of the meaning of
the word obscure!
Lit by countless myriads of twinkling and sparkling rays from tens of
thousands of tiny lightbulbs, every nerve, every muscle, every fibre of
his metal stability quivers like jelly in a bowl!
Bring your friends, family and children to stare at this spectacle with
unashamed macabre curiosity – or they will reproach you in later life
for this uncalled for lack in their education on the dangers of self abuse!
But first, here are these massages from our sponsors...
=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=
EAYOR is in part © 2015 and is produced by Skate Press/Chuck Connor. No rights are retained
before, during or after publication – all rights are returned to the respective authors/artists (unless
material has been ripped off from somewhere else, ahem!) on acceptance.
EAYORs are the picked-over and rewritten pieces from assorted issues of Boopledoggin’ – a
contribution produced for eAPA, the Monthly Electro-APA (details available at www.efanzines.com) –
the absolute ambrosia for those who cannot help butterflying around the Flame of Fanac, kept burning
by those who cannot help electro-fannying around (it says here...))
EAYOR is also available on a 3½-inch floppy (s’cuzzi?!) and it should be noted that, although
EAYOR contains only artificial colourings, additives and unregulated preservatives, the high fibre
content is guaranteed to have adverse effects on most, if not all, digestive systems.
Skate Press Producktions are available for Trade/Usual, eLoCs/LoCs (Letters of Comment), CoCs
(Cards of Comment), Cattymunguses, Cuddymungusses, and Collimungusses -plus anything of a
curious and interesting nature..
=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=

And now, back to the regular deprogramming…

From Out Of The Dark And
Starry Night…
(Rewritten from Boopledoggin' #1 – eAPA #24 - April2006)

I suspect that, at this point, some kind of personal introduction might just be
called for. So, holding lightly but firmly onto the cork handle, and allowing
enough loose line so that the fly lands gently on the surface of the water, cast
yourselves back into my past…
I first found Science Fiction when I was a young teenager. As best I can
remember, the first ‘true’ SF novel was Cat’s Eye by Andre Norton. That started
me off seriously searching out similar material, closely followed by a copy of
Towards Infinity – the Pan paperback edition with the crashed spacecraft on the
minimalistic front cover. It was (and still is, going by the amount of reprinted
material on the shelves these days) an anthology of short stories from various
authors, edited by Damon Knight.
That anthology had not been bought from what passed as Halesworth’s local
book shop, but at a secondhand ‘book and magazine emporium’ down one of the
seafront back streets in Lowestoft, which myself and two other friends used to
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visit on a regular basis while still at school. We would arrive at Suffolk’s
première fishing town either on push bikes (cycling up and down the A12 was
not a problem back then) or via the single track train service, a struggling
straggly survivor of the cuts back in the 1960s.

of Big Eyed Beans From Venus , 36+issues of Heart Attach & Vine , plus several
one-shots (Secondhand Goods, and something called Spanish Armadillos #2 –
there never was an issue 1) and half a dozen Skate Tapes (cassette tapes) – issue
21 of Lollygagging was on a cassette as well…

It was one of those corner shops, in the middle of a fork in the road – one
side veering back towards the sea front and the piers – the other disappearing
into more backstreets, populated with terraces and back doubles.

Recently, while digitising some of the old tape collection, I found a couple of
tapes sent to me back in 1983. Willie Smith (an American writer and poet) had
sent a copy of Suburban Relapse to a local radio station. They had taken to it,
and Willie had recorded the resulting shows, then sent me the tapes.

You also couldn’t miss the shop and its double front, mainly as the lower
half of the windows had been painted white to help prevent the casual passer
by from getting too much of a look at the selected items on display.
And, once through the half jammed wooden door, Mr Carr – the owner –
or the person we always assumed was Mr Carr – would show us into the back
stock room, before returning to the front counter to keep an eye on the
assorted adult gentlemen, thus preventing them from thumbing through
various ‘Scandinavian Magazines’ imported via the ‘friendly’ Scandinavian
trawlermen.
Apart from being left alone with a seemingly unending mountain of
cardboard boxes full of paperback SF and Fantasy, a visit to Carr’s Bookshop
also had another advantage. It you bought a book from him, then returned it
in good condition, then he would give you 50% of your money back. Okay, so
it was iun the form of a credit note, which you had to spend in the shop, on
the day you were there. But, hey, after a short period of time we were not only
swapping the books amongst ourselves, but also trying any authors we could
get our hands on – and with no knowledge or ‘experts’ to tell us what we
should, or shouldn’t read.
A year or three later the advent of Science Fiction Monthly (a large format
arts-centred magazine, published by New English Library), along with an
exposure to local/Suffolk independent/semi-pro and small press ventures,
helped to germinate the seeds that were to blossom into a hybrid of the SensaWunda bush which grows in most proto-fans at some time in their lives.
That was the same year I sold my first piece to a professional magazine.
Then, three months later at the start of 1975, I joined the Royal Navy.
4 years after that, in October 1979, I produced my first fanzine.
To be honest, I’ve lost count of the various SF fanzine based things I’ve
either produced or been involved with since 1979. 21 issues of IDOMO, 5 or 6
issues of SABSS, 15 issues of Thingumybob (one M, just as the Reverend spelt
it) – there were around 40 issues of Lollygagging, forgotten how many issues

Back in SF fandom, for my sins I also helped form up the ill fated and short
lived Simon Bostock apa, APA-SF&F. Then some years later The Organisation (a
spinoff/mutation from the Birmingham/West Midlands comics-based APA-B).
Later still, when Frank’s APA, The Soft Toys APA and The Surrey Limpwrists
APA started to fold up and die, they came together under one skull &
crossbone’d flag as the glorious Pieces of Eight.
Then, back in 1994, I started my own apa DNA (Die Nameless Apa) The only
7-legged bi-valve friendly apa in this, or any other, Solar system (barring Alpha
Centauri, which as any fule kno, is where the 7LBVs come from).
That ran for 6 years until I finally snapped a ligament in my knee from road
running, and handed the reins over to someone else before I FAFIAted in many
respects.
Fast forward to today [2006]. The old Chateau on the Plateau in Suffolk has
been sold, the book collection ripped off by a dealer (I was never paid, not even
the shipping costs, on around 700 excellent to mint paperbacks) and the whole of
the fanzine world went into a skip (4 Gestetner duplicators, 2 electro-stencillers,
and about 4,000 fanzines from various fandoms.)
What is left of the once-infamous vinyl and tape collections resides in various
rooms, or has been donated to charity shops over the years – slowly being
replaced with either CD versions or mp3 files fished off the Internet. A lot of the
indie material has also been lovingly recorded into the network to be cleaned and
saved for posterity.
And yet…
Randomly chasing around the Internet led me to click on the eFanzines
website. Curiosity got the better of me, and after some rummaging around I was
more than a little surprised to see the Harry Warner Jr collection I put together
back in the 1990s is now being published on the web. My only sorrow in that
respect is that Harry wasn’t around to see it happen.
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Whatever, I saw the advert and back catalogue for e-APA, thought about all
the times I had spent typing stencils, manually sticking in electro-scanned
artwork, the hours collating issues of fanzines after days of typing and rolling
the thing off…

Back on the chain-gang

But it’s nothing like that any more. It’s all electronic now (albeit on various
Frankenputers and open source software) without the worries of whether or
not the thing will actually print, whether or not the ink will last one more
stencil, whether or not the paper will run freely through the duplicator,
whether or not we have enough envelopes and postage...

All in all, I suppose I should be a happy little poppet in that I now seem to have
picked up another job (at the time of typing this – 4 th May – EDS have yet to
officially accept my acceptance.) But, at the risk of tempting fate and jumping
assorted guns, at the moment it looks like the advantages of working for EDS are
in my favour. They have not only offered various training packages, but they
have also put me on several courses to renew certain technical certifications, and
in view of the requirements of the new project, they have even sent me on a new
training package to teach me Sybase administration. Still, I have to admit I’ve
found the last couple of months of unemployment to be a double edged sword.

I can mourn the loss of such things as Colossus (my very early, hand built
286), or Rhadamanthus II (another Frankenputer), the original Typo Twins
(manual portable typewriters), Dumbo – even Madam Syn – The 24-pin (back
when software such as Bradford gave you 24-pin quality via a 9 pin printer.)
However, despite all the ease of access to equipment, the lack of any really
manual processes, and the fact that I can now throw colour and illustrations
into the mixc – all of which feels a little ‘alien’ - coming back into the fringes
of ‘Fanzine’ fandom will feel like putting my hand into warm, half-set jelly.
A little strange at first, but oh-so comfortingly familiar as well…

(Rewritten from Boopledoggin' #3 – eAPA #26 -June2006)

Firstly, there has been the worries and stress of keeping the home fires burning
– bills to be paid, mortgage to be covered, travel and car costs to be met – which
is something I’d learned to buffer for in the past. Experience of start up
companies does that for you, believe me.
VNL, one Friday in the middle of 2001, I get moved from my desk at the
Staples Corner offices by the bailiffs who came to repossess various things.
Sunday afternoon get a call from Colin Bateman to say that Simon Hockhousen
had secured fresh funding. Monday morning take delivery of new desk at the
Staples Corner offices.
The other thing I certainly didn’t relish going through all over again was the
inane hassles which are the foundation stones of the UK’s Jobseeker rubbish. I do
it purely to get my ‘stamp’ paid – mainly to keep my State pension contributions
up to date. Well, having paid into the damn thing for so long, it seems stupid not
to keep the thing topped up in times of need.
But, on the up side of things, what buffers were in place are now being used
for an odd treat now and again – such as a new bit for one of the beasties (the
Franken-puters), the much needed new door for the garage, and bringing the
mortgage overpayments back on track again.
In all honesty, this is not something I want to go through again, if I can help
it, and the fact that EDS are a global company should, in theory, offer protection.
In reality, though, it has to be said they’re more likely to shed personnel once the
project comes to a close than they are to re-employ.
Still, by that time, I should be more financially stable and ready to consider yet
another career change (Farm Labourer, Turkey Processor, Armed Forces, Civil
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Service, Multi-Media Real Time Delivery, GSK, automotive plastics, and now
Defence once more.)
However, every experience is a learning experience, and the things I can
now take away with me from this period of unemployment are:1. Recruiters and their agencies are still malignant and depraved bloodsucking butt-crack parasites (this is the 4 th re-write, hence it’s complimentary
tone).
2. Jobseekers Allowance and the whole DHSS experience is still mindnumbingly soul destroying and run by a complete and utter bunch of
jobsworths
“Have you tried our jobs board?”
“No. Are you ever likely to have vacancies for senior IT Systems
Infrastructure Architects and managers?”
“No. But if you try our jobs board...”
Give Me Strength!
3. That the whole of the UK is no longer going to be successful in any of
the manufacturing industries, and will probably become subservient to either
China, India – or probably both – in the next 20 to 30 years.
4. Amazon UK out near Milton Keynes really do not have a clue about the
recruiting process. I should have gone through one of the agencies I usually
deal with – as opposed to going it alone – and I should have walked away after
5th totally pointless interview.
They may well be customer focussed, but employee focussed they certainly
are not...
Still, EDS have now made good their offer, even sent me on a 5 day Sybase
database administrators’ course – some investment in the workforce started on
8th May – and although the money isn't as strong as I was used to at Raytheon
(may they forever rot in the Hell of their own making – nothing personal, you
understand...) it does mean that we're once again safe.
Until the next time, that is.

[18 months later, EDS was Borg’d by Hewlett Packard – a company with little
or no real presence within the Defence industries, but which has been willing
to jump into various joint venture beds in their attempts to penetrate a very
tight market. Sadly, after 9 years, I’m in too deep to get out – at least not
without adding yet another group pension policy to the other 7 in the pension
portfolio.]
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Strange New World

(Rewritten from Boopledoggin' #7 – eAPA #30 -October 2006 – in response to the question:
What do you give a gay couple for a Civil Partnership present?)

There’s something about an August that often makes me wonder what Life is
all about. For us, a multitude of quick-fire ‘events’ happen in the extended
holiday that August seems to have become.
The car needs it’s annual MoT Certificate (the equivalent to roadworthiness
inspections required in some US states for our American readership) and needs
to be taxed, Den’s birthday, our original anniversary, and both our mothers’
birthdays as well.
If you want to get freaky with fate and numbers, then I’ll start by pointing
out that both our mothers have the same birthday – 2 nd August – but are 9
years apart (mine is 86, Den’s mother is 77.)
There was 9 years between my mother and my father, and there are also 9
years between Den and myself. He is “Print that and you die!” years old, while
I am 9 years younger at “Fat chance, squared.”
Oddly enough, Revolution 9 is the one track I cannot stand on the Beatles
double White album (their 9th studio release.) But then that’s just down to
plain good taste, rather than any numerology or any external Cosmic Forces.
Of course, now that we have an official, legal Partnership date (21 st May –
cards only, no presents, thank-you!) the original, un-legal date (27 th August –
good champaign and coffee flavoured ice cream by candlelight) sort of felt
weird this year.
Yes, we did what we usually do – and have done since we decided to make
a proper go of it just after the Minnellium (obligatory Victoria Wood joke
there) – but this time it actually felt less of an occasion. I don’t know why, but
both of us felt that way. The same feelings happened on Den’s birthday, and
then mine, which is 12 days later. But this year we’d planned on going to a
wonderful Chinese restaurant & noodle bar with two friends in order to
celebrate, so that may have been why why things felt a little skewed.
But the question I still wonder about, inside, is whether or not actually
committing ourselves to a proper and legally binding contract has somehow
taken some of the ‘danger’ out of what we were doing?
In order to help qualify that piece above, I should point out now that both
Den and I are both pre-1967, rather than post. 1967 is a landmark in that the
UK finally decriminalised homosexuality. The myth usually injected at this
point is the one in regard to lesbians being unacknowledged by the law courts

owing to the archaic laws – supposedly Queen Victoria refused to believe that
such women existed, and so all ‘anti-gay’ law was purely male based. In fact the
whole criminalisation stems from various ‘Christian’ power bases, along with
amendments to Amendments to the Criminal Bill Amendment Act back in 1885.
The original purpose of the Act was to prevent child prostitution – along with
restricting prostitution in general. However, a Liberal MP, Henry Labouchere,
introduced an amendment to the Amendment making it a crime for two men to
indulge in ‘gross indecency’. British law has decided, in its wisdom (probably
Labouchere’s intention) that ‘gross indecency’ would be any homosexual act, not
including sodomy. However, as the punishment for sodomy in 1885 was life
imprisonment, many homosexuals were prosecuted under the Labourchere
amendment because juries were far more likely to convict.
So, prior to 1967 it was a crime, punishable by terms of imprisonment, and
with gay men treated as if they had some kind of mental illness – aversion
therapy via electro-shock treatment (the good old Edison Medicine) was
frequently applied in order to ‘cure’ the ‘poor unfortunate perverts’ (an
interesting comment from areas of the Church, whose conveniently nomadic
officials throughout time immoral have had more than a passing taste for
choirboys...)
In fact, one of the administrators of the pre-Internet (aka direct dial-up)
Bulletin Board Systems (Slice of Lime), co-ran a therapy group for those who, like
himself, had been through various Realignment Programmes.
Even after the 1967 Sexual Offences Act, things were not an immediate bed of
roses. It took the Royal Navy a further 30 years to comply – finally revoking the
SNLR and history sheet corner clipping in 1997.
But gradually over the years social acceptance has improved, to the point
where both Den and I were pleasantly surprised at other peoples’ excitement and
interest when we announced our intention and that they were invited to either the
partnership ceremony or the reception afterwards.
Considering the recent legislation didn’t come into force until December 2005
[10 months before this was originally written] it surprised us that people accepted
it and were treating it as a special occasion – we had both expected a potentially
slightly negative response owing to the more senior ages of our friends and social
groups. It was a Pavlovian reflex reaction on our part, generated from years of
conditioning – expecting the negative – and later, as we discussed things
privately, we decided it was time for us to start breaking down our own biased
feelings and try to disarm our own defensiveness.
Yet we’re not alone in our initial apprehension, as this attitude and reaction
was also noted in one of the national daily newspapers. A columnist had been
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invited to a ceremony in his local village, and was bemused that rather than
being up in arms and offended by it all as he’d initially expected, they had gone
out of their way to make things work, and turn the event into an occasion.
That aside, there were a couple of things that niggled me a little in regard to
our own event – apart from some of the women trying to out-do each other
with clothes for the affair:Firstly, both Den and I do not like the term “Wedding” (or “Gay
Wedding”) – it is a Partnership. People gave us presents (even after we
specifically said we didn’t want anything) and had a good time. Those who
attended the ceremony itself thought it very tasteful, and even more up-market
than several straight weddings they had been to. But after a while both Den
and I gave up trying to correct people – letting the expression “Wedding”
stand uncorrected.
Secondly, and this is a general observation, all the official documentation,
discussions, consultations (etc) in regard to the Registry Office had to be done
during weekday working hours. In today’s society where both partners could
well be working, we both felt that this was a little bit out of sync with the real
world.
But, what capped it for us was the fact that the cost of a Registry Office
ceremony (regardless of orientation) went from £100 (Monday to Saturday
morning) up to £500 (Saturday afternoon & Sunday.) Who the hell has time
during the week to set up a wedding and all that it entails? Also, who can take
time off mid-week to attend ceremony as a guest?
We chose a Sunday simply because it suited us, and the general logistics in
getting as many people to us as we could comfortably manage [Oh dear, oh
dear, oh dear... what had originally started out being just 6 of us, with an
informal reception lunch at a local Italian restaurant, turned out to be over 50
people and a full running champagne buffet.]
Thankfully, even though they’ve been doing the ceremonies for almost 6
months by the time we applied, the Registrar’s Little Helper managed to make
a bit of a pig’s ear of the initial offer and gave us a receipt for a Sunday slot at
£100. So you can imagine our surprise when, on returning three weeks later
after the registry entry (aka the three week reading of the banns) to finalise the
details and end up being presented with an invoice for an additional £400. A
sift through our copies of the paperwork – the Registry Office copies having
been apparently misfiled – followed by a little bit of discussion in regard to
contracts, and the breaking of, and the Registry Office decided to honour the
deal. But, it is a phenomenal amount of money for what is, basically, a 30
minute factory-line-style slot – £1,000 per hour, if you will.

What also bemuses me is that, one Christmas Eve back in 1997, as I was
pootling around the Internet, I became a fully endorsed and registered member of
the Universal Church of Mondesto California (I have the certificate somewhere to
prove this) and as such I was (and still am) licensed in various US states to
conduct Affirmation Ceremonies (as they were called then) in regard to same-sex
couples, along with legal weddings. For some time I used to joke about setting up
shop in the UK (before the Civil Partnership came into being) and doing the
whole Commitment Ceremony production for a nominal fee. Sadly, now that
things have become legal, it looks like that particular element of my retirement
portfolio has been scuppered for good.
But, in closing this off here, and to answer Jan’s comment about what to send
a same-sex couple for their Partnership: send what you feel is appropriate.
Because, in all honesty, deep down it really doesn’t matter. It’s the thought and
the feelings that count – and the peace of mind that comes from being accepted
by friends, family and the people around you.

Twins – separated by 9 years and two different pairs of biological parents

[Later] There was an interesting piece in the local newspaper just recently,
which stated that, since December 2005 when the Partnership Ceremony was first
introduced, Hertfordshire has had the most Civil Partnership ceremonies, with
Hatfield Registry holding over 160 – about 20 a month as of August 2006 –
bringing in around £70 t0 £80k.
What also surprised me was the comment:
“… with 6 couples being local to Hatfield itself.”
I made a verbal observation in regard to the fact that it read like some sighting
in the RSPB magazine:
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“And in Hatfield, there has been several confirmed sightings of at least six
pairs of Great Crested Queens, and one Flamboyant Nancy in a shade of
orange that no one in their right mind would be seen dead in…”
Den thinks I’m just being a cynical, bitter and twisted old git.
Who knows, maybe he’s right for once...
[Later still] December 10th 2014 has seen the sideways move in that
although a Civil Partnership gives the couple the same legal standing and rights
as a regular marriage, there is now the chance for CP couples to swap their
certificate for a marriage certificate. A lot of this has to do with what seems
like political correctness, and while I can appreciate the argument that a Civil
Partnership should be open and available to all, such has always been available
to straight couples via a Registry Office – ie, a non-religious ceremony which
recognises the union between two people.
The only advantage I can see is actually one of protective imitation.
Whereas before, when asked, I have always clearly stated that I’m Civil
Partnered. This actually singles me out by definition – which could easily
become problematic in regard to future employment. I mean, hey, for the sake
of simplicity, let’s all pretend that Ageism doesn’t enter into the equation here.
A case in hand would be going back to a Venture Holdings USA style
company and asking for employment. Peguform UK was a VH company.
When Peguform UK was in the final throws of collapse, I ended up spending
an evening with several of the US owners. They not only proved that the
Southern Fundamentalist Stereotype actually does exist, they did so in spades.
Having a Marriage Certificate, rather than a Civil Partnership certificate,
blurs the preconceived imagery – were it to exist in the first place.
There are also supposedly advantages in regard to pensions, ‘survivor’
rights, ‘death in harness’ payouts, and group policy pension protection. I’ve yet
to see any proper analysis of these claims, though Den and I are already talking
about whether or not we should convert over. For us it would be free of
charge. For those entering into a Civil Partnership now, and wishing to convert
over, there is a charge of £45.00
But if there’s nothing to be gained and it ain’t broke, then why fix it?
Personally, I don’t know if this is yet more appeasement for the GLBT
minority as some kind of lead into an election year – in the same way that the
campaign for heterosexual couples to be allowed to Civil Partnership seems to
be gaining momentum – or if, like the Labour Party reneging on promises in
regard to repealing Section 28 back in 1997 (it took 6 years and still exists in
other, more insidious forms) it’s all just smoke and mirrors for the masses.

…That’s Egyptian Nazi Shark Week, all next week, here on Fux.
Have you been attacked by a shark?
Then why not call CLAMS DIRECT on 1-800-555-55-55 for some of
the best and most aggressive No Win No Fee bi-valves around.
CLAMS DIRECT – Sponsors of the Egyptian Nazi Shark Week.

But, before we return to our usual programming, here are these massages from
our regular sponsors...
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The piece which follows has a little bit of a complex history. I wrote a version
of a different article in Boopledoggin’ 79, A Bad Day For Deja Vue, which
appeared in the annual October Open Mailing of eAPA (eAPA#126, October
2014). I then almost immediately re-wrote it, tidied it up, and emailed it out to
a batch of people as a means of saying why I sometimes appear to go silent for
periods of time.
However, as you will read from the intro below, someone took it all the
wrong way. That, in turn, generated the reprint from Boopledoggin’ 24
(eAPA47).
(Rewritten from Boopledoggin' #24 – eAPA #47 -March 2008
– and reprinted in Boopledoggin’ #80 – eAPA #127 – November 2014 )

And, speaking of subtlety – various comments have been coming back to me
via assorted conversations. It seems someone, or some people, who read the
last mailing, construed the piece I put in as being an admission by me that I
had contracted AIDS.
Now, I had previously thought I had plumbed the very depths of Fannish
Ignorance in the past, but this comment – coming from a friend, who had
heard it elsewhere – must be an all time king-sized pearl of the stuff.
AIDS = Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome, which is caused by HIV
(Human Immunodeficiency Virus).
An Autoimmune Diseases arises from an abnormal immune response of the
body, usually directed against/attacking substances and tissues normally
present in the body itself (autoimmunity).
Sadly I cannot pin down Idiot Zero (sort of like Patient Zero, only with no
obvious common sense) so I'm also pushing this mailing out to others who
received the Bad Day For Deja Vue piece as an email attachment. What I don’t
and probably will never know is who has downloaded or read the unpassword protected last mailing.
However, that’s always a gamble you take when putting this kind of thing
out into the Wild – and although I did warn others about making sure they
were comfortable with their own contribution material, I never expected this
to come back and almost bite me the way it has.
So, in order to clarify (and no, I'll not include any pretty pictures at this
point – and I'll also advise you to Google with caution, unless you want a
Breakfast Revisited scenario to unfold...)
Pemghigoid has many and various incarnations – and it is different to
Pemphigus, even though it is part of a similar, uncontrollable, blister/rejection

based reaction.
It is self contained, non-transmittable in any form or variation, nor is it
contagious. It occurs in approximately 6 people per million of population – and
although it is more prevalent in the over-70s, there are an increasing number of
confirmed cases of children developing the symptoms, as well as others at various
ages from teens through to retirement. It is, however, becoming more common
throughout Europe. Either that, or it is becoming more easily/quickly detected
than before.
It has no known/identifiable direct cause (and an awful lot of maybes), and the
cure(s) are varied – sometimes one cure (leading to a sustained period of
remission) will not be as effective – or even turn out to be ineffective – should a
second ‘flare up’ occur.
It isn't genetic. If anything it is a true Russian Roulette spin of the cylinder –
which may actually be caused by some kind of allergy. Curiously, of late there
have been direct links to Pemphigus via Diclofenac – something I was fed copious
amounts of when I broke my ankle, and later, when I snapped my ACL.
However, the instances of both PB, PV, and variants, are still rare in most age
groups, which usually means cases tend to go unrecognised until finally
‘discovered’ by a referral to a specialist dermatologist.
Recently, after I went and finally wangled an appointment to see a local GP at
our surgery, and after giving him a quick thumbnail of what happened at the
start of it all, it reminded me that I had actually documented part of the original
instance back in eAPA 47.
So here, with a slightly different picture – but still a puffer fish – is that piece
from back then:-
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I suppose one of the things people have to confront as they grow older is the
inevitable loss of immortality. That thing which demarcates Yooofs from
Crumblies (a transition seemingly conducted at FTL speeds, and which goes
unacknowledged until the post-transitional phase has been achieved.)
The reason for this contemplation and thought is simple. For one of the
very few times in my life I am being confronted with something I know is
probably a sign of age.
To help you understand where I’m coming from on this, you have to
remember that we (as children) were brought up in an environment which
didn’t really acknowledge ‘age’ as a debilitating factor in life. My parents has
us kids late in life (my mother was 38 when she had me, and near 40 when she
had my younger sister) and when my father died back in 1981 (of cancer) he
was 70.
Because of all that, and I suspect also being isolated in Suffolk as a child,
age was not something we religiously ticked off, seemingly as some kind of
countdown to senility and the final screwing down of the lid.
So, to have what originally appeared to be a several small blisters appear on
my shins, around about the week before Christmas 2007, meant I thought
nothing much of it. Having reacted to various insect bites and plant sap in the
past, these seemed to be inconsequential and nothing more than just a passing
annoyance.
The trouble was, during the Christmas and New Year period they didn’t
seem to want to go away, despite the usual over-the-counter remedies which
have worked with various ills and ailments over the years.
Come December 27th, and I pootle off down the local GP surgery. The
person I see (one of six in the practice, but if you want proper continuity then
you have to keep asking for the same quack, and take the month-long delays)
seemed to feel it was a basic or standard form of cellulitis, gave me a script for
some FloxiMoxiWoxiDoxiPoxicillin, and a tube of Bactroban.
Within 48 hours I’m putting myself into A&E at 4am as the left leg has
swollen beyond the point of “it’s just fighting the infection” to “it’s a
phenomenally painful adverse reaction of some kind, neutralise the bloody
thing.” The right leg isn’t so bad, but puffy all the same. Five hours in A&E
waiting for a set of basic blood test to be done (Nurse: “I don’t know why
your GP didn’t conduct these tests first...”) I end up being told I’m “probably”
reacting to the Bactraban and the FloxiWoxi. Come off them and see the GP as
soon as you can.
Which I do. Only (surprise surprise) it’s a different one, and I get put on
some horse pills (Erythromicin – the fallback alternative to the FloxiWoxi.)

Thirty-six hours later and we’re back into another phase of fresh blistering
again. It reminds me too much of chemical burns – but that’s just associating
what I ‘recognise’ over what is actually happening. As it is, they take another
round of twelve bloods, checking for assorted this and thats, and then they decide
they can’t seem to pin it down. Time to see the Assistant Dermatologist.
Okay, now I’m all for a joke or two, but is sitting in front of the patient (ie
me) and reading a book called The ABC of Dermatology really such a good idea?
I get taken off the last batch of ‘cillin and put onto some stuff called
Diclofenac [Dr Kinsler certainly knew her stuff! Or not, in this case...] – a
prescription anti-inflammatory, and told to keep on taking the ibuprofen and
paracetamol. The next 48 hours pass, then all of the sites (9 on the left leg, 5 on
the right leg) decide to slough their protective scabs overnight and become
ulcerations.
Thankfully, on the right leg, this seemingly drastic body move leads to more
stable scabbing and, to be honest, at the time of typing this [March 2008], the
right leg is certainly getting much better.
I suspect, because of the greater number of sites (also now increased due to
further reactions, see below), the left leg will take a lot longer to repair itself. But,
read on. As Jimmy Cricket used to say “There’s more...”
When the Diclofenac sloughing took place I called the local surgery and
invited them to get me an appointment with either one or the other of the two
GPs I’ve been dealing with, mainly because this kind of action only lasts 24 to 36
hours and I didn’t want them to miss anything which might have been helpful in
sticking a name to the problem.
That was the first time anyone took a swab of the sites and sent it off for
investigation and analysis. At least with the American system of insurance the
specialists are falling over themselves to hook up to a potential gravy train. Here
in the UK, with the GPs on a regular 6-figure salary, there’s more of a tendency
to rubber stamp.
For my sins they stopped all the previous medications and put me on some
tubes of Fucibet cream. How long would the swab results take? Oh, less than a
week.
Whatever, come the end of that week, and I get a phonecall from the surgery
at 17:45, Friday evening.
“Hello? Is that Mister Connor? This is Lister House Surgery. Doctor says
you’ve got thrush, and you have to get some Canesten Cream from the chemists.”
“Say What? Thrush? Are you sure?”
“Doctor says you’ve got thrush, Mister Connor. Canesten Cream.”
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“Okay. Is that as opposed to the Fucibet cream, in alternation with the
Fucibet, or as a compound of the two?”
“[dumb silence]”
Not to be outdone, I follow that up with another body blow. “Also, is that
the Canesten with Hydracortisone, or without? Mainly as the skin definitely
appears broken in places, to a depth of around 2 or 3 millimetres in fact.”
“Doctor’s now away until Monday. Errrrr...”
“Well, what do I need to do then?”
“I’d use the Canesten Mister Connor, and I’ll book you an appointment for
Monday.”
That weekend I went out and got a tube of Canesten without
Hydracortizone cream. 36 hours later I not only had the sites grumbling a
little, but both of my forearms and the backs of my hands became almost
totally covered in what I now know to be called purpura. A massive claretcoloured rash of burst bloodcells. So I stopped the extra cream and went back
to just using the Fucibet and gritting my teeth.
The rash, by the way, was that impressive, when the good Doctor Lavell
saw it the following Monday he immediately went into a Meningitis test or
two before calming down.
Then, on the 4th of February, I finally got to see Doctor Mazzon, a
professional dermatologist.
He asked a lot of questions, and actually listened to my answers, even when
I reverted to a Rolf Harris impression when asking “Do ya know what it is
yet?”
Thankfully he thinks it might be something called HSP (Henoch-Schonlein
Purpura), or possibly something called Pemphigoid. Smart money seems to be
on the Pemph, but I think Mazzon is looking for something to write up in a
dermatology journal somewhere.
Whatever the damn thing is, it’s some kind of unpredictable auto-immune
reaction (white cells start chomping red cells, or similar) with no known cause,
or cure, apart from sitting it out and just letting it run its course. What hasn’t
helped it has been the almost continuous assaults due to becoming
hypersensitive due to the weeks of other junk medication thrown at and in me.
On the more positive side, if it does prove positive to be HSP, then it would
appear that I apparently have the body of a 5 to 15 year old. My other half, on
hearing this, immediately took issue, including derisive comments and some
very derogatory suggestions. Thank you, you old tart, but if that’s what the

medical profession believe then who am I to dispute it?
Actually, it appears to be rare in adults, but does apparently target white
males rather than females, so there are some vague grounds for Doctor Mazzon’s
diagnosis.
He recommended continuing with the Fucibet, and tubigrip in order to
support and combat the associated vasculitis (where the white cells are attacking
the walls of the veins, etc.)
As to the use of anti-inflammatory tablets? No, no, a thousand times no! They
can often be the cause of something like this, or even exacerbate the problem
further! (his rather flamboyant emphasis – partially due, I suspect to his French
origins and his outrrrrageous accent...)
Sadly, also on the 4th we discovered a fresh blister on my left leg which has
since developed into an either/or type of ulceration, and appears to have caused a
re-reaction with the rest of the sites. It seems to be a whole body experience,
though with the output thankfully confined to below the knees.
As a precaution I’m also being checked for possible kidney damage (again, not
something standard, but as this adult form of whatever-it-is is supposed to be
rare then they check everything in case of variations – not forgetting those articles
in relevant peer review journals will need observations and supporting data.)
That was almost a week ago as I type this, and so it’s a bit early for a result.
So, for the time being I still have to keep the ulcerations moist on the left leg
(using a home-made version of Jelonet – ie, pieces of wide weave cotton bandage
slathered up with Vaseline) until the latest one calms down.
After it settles I’m hoping there is an end in sight somewheres.
There has to be mainly because I am missing the gym badly, the weight is
coming back on (it’s now coming up to three months since I stopped going) and I
feel that it might be advantageous to get some exercise done at home once the
legs have calmed down (best will in the world, with the state of my legs at the
moment the gym would be well within their rights to ban me temporarily, as it’s
not the nicest of things to look at when exposed – especially as the showers and
sauna are communal.)
So, there you have it. Hopefully things will improve over the coming month
and I’ll be off the tubigrip – I’m a great believer in giving a wound air so it can
scab up and protect itself naturally, but at the moment whenever the air gets to
the left leg it becomes painful (raw nerve endings reacting to air, temperature,
contact, etc. It’s not as bad as when some of the little darlings start to grow back
– or re-routing around potential scar tissue – it’s just that it can become
constantly irritating.)
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At the moment I’ve not gone for prescription painkillers. Not because I’m
even vaguely into masochism (a religion I doubt I could ever follow, regardless
of how Catholic my tastes) but because they are mostly soporific in their
nature, and the last thing I need is to be falling asleep all the time.
So, yes, there are times when I’ve felt akin to the puffer fish at the start of
this piece, and there are times when I could still happily eviscerate the two GPs
who kept feeding me stuff I reacted badly to (admittedly unbeknownst to all of
us) but the things that make me smile have been the support and comments
people have passed my way – including one from an old fannish friend who
said:
“It’s rare, obscure, exotic, and incurable? God, darling, how terribly
fannish of you!”
And you all thought that John’s Body was just a series of articles Readers
Digest ran in the mid 1970s?
Next time round – Cystoscopies And Me – “Doc, are you sure that 75-300
mil f4-5.6 lens is going to fit up there?”

Congratulations, dearheart,
it's a Zine
(Taken from Boopledoggin' #8 – eAPA #31 -November 2006 )

Within the mailcomms section there is a lot of natter about what is, and what is
not, a ‘fanzine’. As I have been working on reviving some old files (around 130
pages) in my attempts to get Steve Sneyd’s FLIGHTS FROM THE IRON
MOON back into print, I have extracted the following from his introduction –
partially to help get another viewpoint on classification, but also because this
highlights the topic’s longevity in that it has been an on-going discussion for
seemingly countless decades. IRON MOON was originally published in 1993,
with the subtitle Genre poetry in UK fanzines and little magazines 1980 – 1989.
*
“THE WEST TEST” AND OTHER MATTERS
Throughout this no-doubt incomplete A to Z, problems of definition arise as to
which publications were fanzines, which were SF, other genre, or, in a few cases,
perhaps even predominantly mainstream small press. Throughout I have tended
to accept an editor’s definition as to ‘status’ in this context, and where the editor
did not give a clear definition I have tried to use common sense in terms of
defining the relevant publication as I think it would generally have been
perceived.
(An interesting paradox, incidentally, arises here. If an editor said his/her
publication was a fanzine, it had at the very least that particular editor’s
perception of his or her purpose and its nature to link it with other fanzines. If,
however, an editor said that a publication had ceased to be a fanzine, this did not
necessarily result in a change of perception on the part of the readers or reviewers
– “Once a fanzine, always a fanzine” tends to apply, unless the changes are truly
drastic.)
Defining the difference between fanzines and other types of publications is a
minefield. The task was attempted most boldly, or perhaps simplistically, with a
sweeping definition supplied by D West in John D. Owen’s CRYSTAL SHIP #9.
Chuck Connor responded (in IDOMO #18 – 1986):
“When he said that fannish writing is material that could not appear
anywhere else than in fanzines, I have to say that I partially agree with D West.
But I’d then ask why Chris Atkinson’s Life With The Loonies was classed as
fannish when it could’ve been read in, say, the Sunday supps?”
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West, incidentally, returned to wrestling with the same definitional problem
five years later in his June ‘91 issue of DAISNAID (#7), prompted by
discussions at a fanzine panel during MEXICON. Eventually, after discussing
the differences from the small press at length, he plumped again for his ‘80s
definition:
“The test of an authentic fanzine is whether it includes at least some
material which could be found nowhere else but in a fanzine” adding the
caveat that “just because something calls itself a fanzine doesn’t mean it is a
fanzine.”
Although, in practical terms, The West Test is all but inapplicable – it is
extremely difficult to think of anything in any fanzine which could not
conceivably appear in any other kind of publication – it deserves mention as
illustrating the way boundary-drawing between fanzines and small press is a
persistent theoretical problem, even though in practical terms I think the use of
the terms in a common sense ‘either/or’ way does not violate truth unduly for
at least the majority of ‘80s publications discussed here.
*
Does this still stand as a viable yardstick by today’s multi-media/techorientated standards? If we are going to have awards for Best Fanzine (etc) –
and has been noted by Garth in regard to the CSFA there are awards with
barriers regarding certain differing types of zines – do we not, first, need to
clarify exactly what we mean by Fanzine? And, moving on from that,
shouldn’t we have this definition accepted and upheld by every award process
going?
C’mon, let’s be serious here – most fan awards are based on the number of
people within your in-crowd, who turn up at a convention (or whatever) and
vote for you because you are you, as opposed to the product itself – or because
you’ve held back and pubbed your ish right on the deadline so that it’s about
the last thing to fall out of the mailbox before people vote – or, even more
common, you pub and distribute your zine at the convention itself, nailing the
floating voters by having some friends brag you up at the bar prior to handing
out the ballot sheets.
There again, you might disagree…
The reason for asking that is, back in the last century (what an expression
that is) there was a particularly messy Novacon, where a lot of Glasgow
fandom came down and spiked the voting for Best-whatever. Not sure what
point they were trying to prove (or not) but it upset the Brum crowd, and I
think, the London crowd, both of whom had been up for a bit of spiking for
their own favourites…

Ah, good old Fannish politics – even more childish than the real thing (if such
were ever possible.)
*
(Taken from Boopledoggin' #10 – eAPA #33 -January 2007 – a mailcomm in response to Eric Mayer)

Personally I find the whole idea of trying to label a fanzine ‘true’ or ‘false’ very
much a pointless exercise. If that is was spins yer wheels then so be it – but in the
real world… I take the level of breaking down the actual word Fan (from Fanatic
– a place at the top of the house where you display your Star Trek memorabilia)
and Zine (pronounced zeen as in Flash Fearless and the Zeens from EpsilonSigma-Gamma XVI)
One of the better set of definitions is at http://www.google.co.uk/search?
hl=en&lr=&defl=en&q=define:Zine&sa=X&oi=glossary_definition&ct=title
Going to that search would also bring you to http://www.zinebook.com/ from
which I extract the following:Zines (pronounced "zeens," from fanzines) are cut-and-paste, "sorry this is
late," self-published magazines reproduced at Kinko's or on the sly at work and
distributed through mail order and word of mouth. They touch on sex, music,
politics, television, movies, work, food, whatever. They're Tinkertoys for
malcontents. They're obsessed with obsession. They're extraordinary and
ordinary. They're about strangeness but since it's usually happening somewhere
else you're kind of relieved. You can get to know people pretty well through their
zines, which are always more personal and idiosyncratic than glossy magazines
because glossies and the celebrities they worship are so busy being well known.
But one thing it does point out rather well is:
The truism coined by Theodore Sturgeon applies: Ninety percent of everything
is crap. Most people forget what Sturgeon said about the remaining 10 percent.
He said it was worth dying for.
*
(Taken from Boopledoggin' #3 – eAPA #26 -June 2006– a mailcomm in response to Eric Mayer)

I read your first part and just kept nodding in agreement. The reason why ‘we’ (as a
group of disaffected/disinterested fringe fans who still wanted the shared experience
of a common interest) spun off into our own little universe was because we were tired
of the misperceived meritocracy that was (and still is in many respects) based on the
put-down, rather than the pick-up. KTF (“Kill The Fuckers”) fanzine reviewing has
been repeatedly defended by its exponents as being a necessary evil when, in fact, it
was just an excuse to spit vitriol and one-liners at those not in the same clique or subgroup as the writer.
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The perpetuation of preconceived imagery within SF Fandom is also something I

sometimes find very amusing.
Personal experience example: I attended a talk on fanzines at a convention back
in 1996. I was, and probably always will be (owing to work and time) a fanzine
fan, but had not produced a fanzine for some time.
During one of the opening remarks I was gobsmacked to hear that I was
considered the far point of a scale: “...on one side, or the completely in-your-face
style of Chuck Connor on the other.”
Afterwards I took my badge off, found the woman in question, and swung the
conversation around to her comments – saying I wouldn't mind seeing some of this
in-your-face product, and could she tell me more about this particular fan and his
zines.

This has been another enthralling episode of Hey Hey We're The Minkeys! - a
brand new ecco-friendly sitcom about a socially dysfunctional pod of whales as
they travel through life's highways, byways and oceanic continental currents,
trying to avoid the various international whaling fleets – also known as EAYOR
#1* – from Chuck Connor, who can be contracted by emailing:chuck.connor@gmx.co.uk
Or via the vagaries of snail-mail, using a correctly stamped antelope, addressed
to:85 The Paddocks, Stevenage, SG2 9UF, UK/GB

Sadly, after about 2 or 3 minutes of her spiel, a friend shouted across to me and
blew my cover, and the woman stormed off – stating that it was so typical of me to
do such a thing.
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I had never heard of her before, she had never been on any of my mailing lists,
nor had I received any kind of LoC or letter from her – but she was more than
happy to trash me in public.
Sometimes Faaaaaaaaaaaaaandom sucks worse than a hard vacuum.
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*According to the Urban Dictionary (http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?
term=EAYOR )
An acronym for “Enter At Your Own Risk.” (via txt or something)
Person A: “Dude this site is the lulz. Do you have web now?”
Person B: “Yeah, but I’m at work. Is it business approp?”
Person A: “IDK. There might be boobs in the adds, so EAYOR.”
Person B: “Cool. I’ll wait ‘till I get home.”
(Definition entered by Sl8er8 February 20, 2011)

And with that, all I can say is

Goodnight out there,
whatever
you are…
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